Creating Organizational Agility in a
Rapidly Changing ?Uncertain? World:
Transforming a 100-year old Financial Institution

Workshop Presenters
• Kim Saunders, CEO M&F Bank - Durham, North Carolina
• Former CEO of Consolidated Bank, Richmond, Virginia;
EVP City First Bank of Washington, DC
• BS Economics, Wharton School; Honorary Doctorate,
Shaw University
• Tom O’Shea, Principal in Agility Consulting, LLC – HQ
in Greensboro, North Carolina
• Coach for Organizational and Leadership Agility
• Former VP HR, VP Strategic Planning & VP GM
• MA Organizational Psychology, East Carolina University

Old Chinese Proverb …

"时势造英雄“

May You Live In Interesting Times!

YIKES!!

• Our world used to just be turbulent … now it has
become “turbo-turbulent” …
• We are now in the AGE OF RAMPANT

UNCERTAINTY

• The world is moving faster with greater
volatility and uncertainty than ever before …
• Traditional high-trust institutions and leaders
have crumbled around us shaking global
confidence and de-stabilizing existing
paradigms for success

• WHAT’S NEXT!
• HOW DO WE GET READY?

The Agile Imperative

AMA Strategic Agility & Resilience Image

Learn to become nimble or get
crushed by the forces of change!

What has been my challenge?
How do you help 100-year old, very traditional
banking institutions built on long-term track
records of success transform themselves and get
ready for a second century in this fast changing,
uncertain and turbulent environment?

… It involves People, Strategy & Solutions

• Consolidated Bank & Trust was the oldest continuously AfricanAmerican owned bank in the United States
• Founded by Mrs. Maggie Lena Walker in 1903 as the St. Luke
Penny Savings Bank, CBT got its name two years later with the
merger of two other banks in Richmond, Virginia.
• Mrs. Walker served as St. Luke’s first president, which earned
her the recognition of being the first woman to charter a bank in
the United States. Two years later, she agreed to serve as
chairman of the board of The Consolidated Bank and Trust
Company.
• Its headquarters are currently located across the street from its
original site at the corner of First and Marshall Streets in
Richmond.

• Founded in 1907 Durham, NC
• Founders were a diverse and
accomplished group that included
medical professionals, educators and
owners of various businesses
• Has a 100 year track record of
continuously profitable results!
• Bank has over $250mm in assets at
end of 2008

• M&F Bank celebrated its 100 year
anniversary in 2007
• Think of what has transpired in this past
100 years …

 World War I
 The Great Depression
 World War II
 Korea
 Civil Rights Movement
 Man on the moon
 Television
 Internet

• M&F Bank has maintained continuous
profitability each year … without falter

So, what am I doing to sustain this record?

We will take you through some of the key steps that
we have built in our transformation strategy and
organizational plan for M&F Bank …

… It involves People, Strategy & Solutions

IT STARTS WITH THE PEOPLE
…

• The Leadership team is
particularly key!
• Here is the leadership
mosaic created by M&F
executive team in
strategic planning kickoff session
• Utilizes IMAGILITY™, a
proprietary process and
booklet with 144 images
designed to get deeper,
faster group think

“What Does Success Look Like at M&F Bank?”

• Each image is backed up
with a powerful
statement from 1 or
more M&F leaders

Next step was full 360 strategic
involvement of all our key stakeholders
…
All Employees

Shareholders &
All Board Members

Current &
Prospective
Customers

… gaining their perspectives on many dimensions and inviting
their inputs to building of fresh Vision for our next 100 years!

Getting the right STRATEGY …

Vision

Vision is a short, succinct, and inspiring statement of what the organization
intends to become and to achieve at some point in the future.

Stake
Holders

Who are the key enterprise stakeholders or constituencies
(e.g. owners, customers, consumers, employees, suppliers, etc.)?

Core Value
Equation

At the most basic level, what is core value that the company
provides to each of its primary stakeholder groups?

Competitive
Advantage

What competitive advantages do we have to leverage as we battle in the
marketplace to execute our strategies and achieve the goals of our vision?

Objectives &
Strategies

What are the overarching objectives and key strategies to
build strong and enduring relationships with each stakeholder segment?

Growth
Drivers

What are the key growth drivers related to each
of the primary stakeholder segments?

Growth
Initiatives

Therefore, what are the key initiatives that will deliver the growth or business
process improvements needed to achieve the enterprise objectives?

Metrics

The Involvement of All Stakeholders Enabled Us to Create a
Strategy Map Grounded in a Thorough Understanding of Where
We Are Today …
Agility Consulting … Strategy Map

What are the specific measures that we should use
to track progress and performance for each segment and initiative?

And clearly articulating our Vision for the Future with a roadmap of specific
operating plans and total enterprise engagement!

Our strategic assessment clearly identified superior personalized
service and customer intimacy as the right value proposition for our
Vision to be the “preferred” community bank in all our markets

But we also recognized that we have much work to get done if we
are to claim organizational agility and remarkable customer
responsiveness as true competitive advantages in those markets!

Finding the right SOLUTIONS …

What Is Organizational AGILITY ?
• Agility is the dynamic capability to sense and

respond to changing market or environment conditions
better and faster than competition by being focused,
fast & flexible
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• Goal is to Become …
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even reinvent who you are as a consequence of
change.”*

How to Become More Agile?
The Agile
Model®

Anticipate
Change

Generate

Confidence

Initiate
Action

Liberate

Thinking

Evaluate
The AGILE Model™
from Agility Consulting

Results

Leadership
Agility Profile™

















Visioneering
Sensing
Monitoring
Connecting
Aligning
Engaging
Bias for Action
Decision-Making
Collaborating
Bias for Innovation
Customer Focus
Idea Diversity
Creating Expectations
Real Time Feedback
Fact- Based Decisions

Agility Enables Better & Faster
Focus on Strategy Execution
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The Right SOLUTIONS …

• Building Organizational Agility
cited as #1 or #2 key priority in
numerous recent CEO Studies by:
 Accenture, McKinsey, IBM Global
Services, The Conference Board, The
American Management. Association,
etc

• Strategic Agility is CEO #1 priority
according to Henning Kaggerman,
CO-CEO of SAP
• Growing future agility increasingly
recognized by all areas, e.g. CIO
Magazine “The Agile 100”

The ROA* of Agility?

Reactive Agility

Preemptive Agility

* Return on Agility (ROA)

Agility Boosts Financial Performance

20%

30%

higher

29%

higher

Net Margin

8%
Return on Assets

Industry Average

Agile Companies

higher

higher

Revenue Growth

Earnings Per Share

Source: MIT Sloan School of Management, 2007

• Greater agility builds organization capability
from reactive to pre-emptive
• Anticipating change early enables more
options with favorable cost implications

• “Agile” companies are better aligned
(focused) and have measurably better
financial performance … MIT 2007 study

How Do You Build Organizational
100 Year
Old research-based
Institution?
he Agility
five keyindrivers
of the
gility Model™
provided the framework for
The Agility Audit™ helps to identify where organizations have
e M&Fstrengths
Organizational
or obstacles inSurvey.
people, process and technology domains that
contribute or inhibit being focused, fast and/or flexible …
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Liberate Thinking

The insights from the Agility Audit enable the leadership team to address
specific improvement plans into each departments operating plans

Organizational Agility Workshop In Action!
The Agile
Model®

Anticipate
Change

Generate

Confidence

Initiate

Action

Liberate

Thinking

Evaluate
Results

Key Drivers for
Organizational Agility

Visioneering

Sensing

Monitoring

Connecting

Aligning

Engaging

Bias for Action

Decision-Making

Collaborating

Bias for Innovation

Customer Focus

Idea Diversity

Creating Expectations

Real Time Feedback

Fact- Based Decisions

Building the Agile
Bank of the Future!
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Leaders Who Understand Agility Are KEY!

Leadership Agility Profile™
Anticipate
Change

Generate
Confidence

Initiate
Action

Liberate
Thinking

Evaluate
Results

Visioneering
Sensing

Connecting

Bias for action

Bias for innovation

Creating expectations

Aligning

Decision making

Customer focus

Real time feedback

Monitoring

Engaging

Collaborating

Idea diversity

Fact based measures

• Organizational agility is
dependent upon compatible
and congruent leadership
behavior – to be sustainable
• The Leadership Agility Profile ™
aligns the 75 key leaders
behaviors involved in becoming
focused, fast & flexible!
• The LAP 360° opens a new
shared language for
collaboration and support
across the team

M&F Bank “Line of Sight”
• Our entire team at M&F Bank has
much greater LINE OF SIGHT
because everyone has been involved
in creating our VISION for the future
• It still takes continual focus,
communication & involvement!

Department
Department

Work
Work
Team
Team

Company
Company

Business
BusinessUnit
Unit

So, what does Gandhi have to
do with creating an AGILE
Enterprise?

When you can get everyone believing in his definition of true
happiness … you are on the right road! That’s when “what you
think, what you say and what you do … are all the same thing!

• Thank you for the opportunity to
share our experiences with you
• The road ahead is definitely shifting –
and the lesson is clear that it will take
the best from all of us to succeed!
 Shape shift – adapting talent management
with the new work designs

 Swing shift – integrating social networking

lessons and tools into the main stream

 Continental shift – getting the “globalness”

thing

 Future shift – recognizing that next year

will be radically different from last year

• Creating organizational agility is not a
choice … it is an imperative that takes
People, Strategy & Solutions
• Are you ready?

Questions & Answers?
• Kim Saunders, CEO M&F Bank
• Former CEO of Consolidated Bank, Richmond,
Virginia; EVP City First Bank of Washington, DC
• BS Economics, Wharton School; Honorary Doctorate,
Shaw University

•
•
•
•

Tom O’Shea, Principal in Agility Consulting, LLC
Coach for Organizational and Leadership Agility
Former VP HR, VP Strategic Planning & VP GM
MA Organizational Psychology, East Carolina University

Kim Saunders
CEO, Mechanics & Farmers Bank
Durham, North Carolina
919. 687.7800
Kim.Saunders@mfbonline.com
All documents shown here are illustrative and not actual M&F documents

Tom O’Shea, CMC
Principal, Agility Consulting LLC
Greensboro, North Carolina
336.282.1211
tom@agilityconsulitng.com

